
Secret Agent Monk Force
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to head to the far off
lands of Britain and convert the pagan Anglo-Saxons to Christianity.

Their strange beliefs in many gods, such as

� Woden - King of the Gods

� Thunor - God of Thunder

� Tiw - God of War

� Frige - Goddess of Love

is totally unacceptable for there is only one God!

Mission Checkpoints

nHead to the island of Britain

n Infiltrate King Ethelbert’s camp

nConvert him to Christianity

nBuild monasteries to help spread Christianity around the country
and to influence other pagan groups around Europe
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Mission Notes
The target, King Ethelbert, is the King of Kent, a powerful
kingdom in Britain. His wife, Bertha, is a Catholic and her
father is a very powerful King in France.

We believe that Etherlbert wants to make a strong
connection with the King in France and is happy for his
wife to be Catholic, even though Ethelbert isn’t, so that he
can form a relationship with the powerful father.

We therefore believe that he will be quite easily swayed into
becoming a Christian. If you succeed, the rest of the
Kingdom of Kent will follow him. Build monasteries before
you go and the rest of the country will become Christian
shortly after that. Plus, if any of those northern Europeans
come to our shores, they will be met with the holy word of
God and we will turn them from their pagan ways!

Good luck in your mission…and let us bring Christianity
to these heathen lands!

Godspeed Secret Agent Augustine!

Wife: Bertha
Religion: Catholic
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